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Topics: 

1. How blue-green networks within urban areas can 

improve biodiversity (horizontal ecological relations in 

urban areas), city climate conditions and the urban water 

management.  

2. The realisation of higher citizens densities in city-lobes  

 by the designing of a well-thought public-private gradient 

as a planning tool to realise ecologically and socially sound 

urban planning  

and by the introduction of private citizen building groups  

 

European examples 
 

  

 



The aim: Searching for climate-proof urban planning tools 

 Searching for the most 
appropriate urban form 
to decrease the 
ecological footprint of 
cities. 

 Searching for the best 
urban form to create 
attractive conditions 
for humans and for 
restoring biodiversity 
within cities. 

From Rees, 2004 



http://wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/all_publications/living_planet_report/  

Ecological footprints per country per person in 2010  

(WWF, 2014) 

The fair earth share is  

about 1.8 ha / person. 

http://wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/all_publications/living_planet_report/


België has (together with the USA) with 

about 8 ha (!!) per person, the 5th 

largest ecological footprint in the world, 

after Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab 

Emirates, en Denmark, (WWF, 2014). 

http://deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/videozone/progra

mmas/terzake/EP_140930_TZ?video=1.2105863  

Bekijk zeker deze korte reportage 

http://deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/videozone/programmas/terzake/EP_140930_TZ?video=1.2105863
http://deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/videozone/programmas/terzake/EP_140930_TZ?video=1.2105863


En wat als deze armere landen hun ecologische voetafdruk verder 

zullen vergroten, …..  



Brussels’ Imprint on the World (Rees, 2004) 

 
 Brussels’ Population: 990,000 (9.6 percent of 

Belgium’s) 

 Geographic Area: 16,100 hectares 

 Ecological Footprint at 6.7 ha/cap = 6,633,000 

ha (equivalence adjusted)  

 Area of Belgium: 3,254,700 ha 

 Biocapacity of Belgium: 11,391,600 ha 

 Brussels’ ecological footprint is 408 times 

larger than the city, 2.1 times the area of 

Belgium and equivalent to 58% of the 

biocapacity of the country.   

 



WWF, 2014 





World population: urban and rural. 
http://esa.un.org/unup  
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More than 50 % of the world population is living within urban areas, since 2008. This 

is more than ever before. So solutions for ecological and sociological problems must 

be found within urban areas. 

http://esa.un.org/unup


How urbanised areas depend on rural areas 

The ecodevice model applied on urban environmental problems 

(TJALLINGII, 1996). 



Think globally, act locally.  

The management of FLOWS on different scales is needed. 

(TJALLINGII, 1996). 

 



In an ecopolis the flows (IN and OUT) can be decreased by internal measures within 

the city, on different levels:  the building, the city quarter and the whole city. 

Source 
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Ecologically sound urban planning on the city level. 

Our heroes, they are fleeing the city, to spend their holidays in the free nature … 

What is wrong with our cities, so many people try to flee from them ….  



Brussels (1,100,000 inh. ; Belgium, European capital) 

Younger families with children leave (flee from) the city 

centre and move to the green city fringe and rural areas.  

From De Corte, 2005 

traffic insecurity 

 

lack of adventurous public green 

 



Concentric expansion of cities has a lot of disadvantages:   

Lack of ventilation with fresh and humid air (summer smog)  

Increasing distances to the rural areas 

Athens (5,000,000 inhabitants ; Greece. ) 



The urban heat island effect. 

http://www.epa.gov/heatislands/resources/pd

f/HIRIbrochure.pdf 



Gartland, Lisa. 2008 . Heat Islands. London, Earthscan, 
ISBN 978-1-84407-250-7 

 

The urban heat island effect in Karlsruhe (290.000 inh. ; 

Germany). Source:Hermy, 2005. 



Monitoring Urban Heat Environment in East Asia, Shiro Ochi et al, Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo 

Source: http://www.gisdevelopment.net/application/urban/overview/urbano044pf.htm  

Some Asian 

examples 

http://www.gisdevelopment.net/application/urban/overview/urbano044pf.htm
http://www.gisdevelopment.net/application/urban/overview/urbano044pf.htm


City size 

The amount of the urban 

heat island effect is 

depending on the number 

of citizens, on the size of 

the city.  

Attention: This has little to 

do with temperature 

averages but deals with 

increasing extremes. 

Grafik: Anita Bokwa, 

Pawel Jezioro 

(From S. Lippke, 2010)   

Increasing maximum temperature difference 

between urban and rural areas 



Lippke, 2010 





Bron: Aertsens Joris, et al. (2012). “Daarom groen! Waarom u wint bij groen in uw stad of gemeente”; Studie 

uitgevoerd in opdracht van: ANB – Afdeling Natuur en Bos; 128 p.  

There is a strong correlation between citizens’ density and the UHI-effect. 

Average density: 

inh/km² 

UHI-

effect 



Land use in an area of 60 km x 60 km around Brussels in 

1833 (left) en 2001 (right) source: Kwinten Van Weverberg, 2005 . 
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http://geo.kuleuven.be/geografie/schoolverlater/onderzoek/kwinten/figuur_1_100.gif


Evolution of the Brussels’ heat 

island during 24 hours (from 

10 a.m. to 9 a.m. next day). 

The mosaic figure shows on 

the basis of snapshots every 

hour, the evolution of the 

temperature difference 

between the actual (2001) 

and the historical situation 

(1833) in the region of 

Brussels, for calm (windless 

and clear night) conditions in 

the summer. (after Van 

Weverberg, 2005). 



Albedo 

The most influential property in 

the formation of urban heat island 

is that of albedo. Albedo is 

defined as the ration between the 

light reflected from a surface and 

the total light falling upon a 

surface. As the picture shows, 

albedo can range greatly. Clearly, 

the albedo of vegetation is much 

greater than that of civil 

structures, resulting in structures 

absorbing much more solar 

radiation than trees and plants. 

http://pupclass.blogspot.com/2009/01/urban-heat-island-formation-in-context.html  

http://pupclass.blogspot.com/2009/01/urban-heat-island-formation-in-context.html
http://pupclass.blogspot.com/2009/01/urban-heat-island-formation-in-context.html
http://pupclass.blogspot.com/2009/01/urban-heat-island-formation-in-context.html
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New-towns ; garden-cities ; broad-acres cities (Frank 

Lloyd Wright) ; suburbs are synonyms in terms of a lack 

of citizens’ densities. 

HOWARD, E. (1902) HOWARD, E. (1898) Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to 

Real Reform 



SUBURBIA  =  

the broad acre city 

(sensu Frank Lloyd 

Wright) 

http://abcdunlimited.com/ideas/suburbia.html  

http://www.boublog.nl/category/zoek-

documentaires/grondstoffen/page/5  

http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/Suburbia  

http://abcdunlimited.com/ideas/suburbia.html
http://www.boublog.nl/category/zoek-documentaires/grondstoffen/page/5
http://www.boublog.nl/category/zoek-documentaires/grondstoffen/page/5
http://www.boublog.nl/category/zoek-documentaires/grondstoffen/page/5
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/Suburbia


Urban densities and energy consumption 

 Canadian, Australian and 
North American cities are 
often broad-acres cities with 
very low densities. 

 Most European and Asian 
cities are medieval and 
have often higher densities. 

 There is an amazing 
correlation between 
densities and energy-
consumption. 

 An ideal density might be 
75-150 inh./ha.  



‘urban sprawl’ (Belgian example), leads to unpayable public services 

(public transport, sewage systems, post,…) 

11 km 



Flanders (Belgium): ‘detached houses with a view….’ 

…Leads to extremely low citizens’ densities: thus 

unaffordable public services and utilities 



ktoe$05p 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 comparison 

% 2012 

world 0,20 0,20 0,19 0,19 0,19 0,19 0,18 100 

Europe 0,13 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,12 64 

EU-27 0,13 0,13 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,12 64 

Belgium 0,17 0,16 0,16 0,16 0,17 0,16 0,16 85 

France 0,14 0,14 0,14 0,13 0,14 0,13 0,13 70 

Germany 0,13 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,11 0,11 60 

The Netherlands 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,14 0,13 0,13 70 

United Kingdom 0,11 0,10 0,10 0,10 0,10 0,09 0,10 52 

Bron : "World Energy Intensity Data". Enerdata Statiscal Energy Review 2012. Enerdata. 

http://yearbook.enerdata.net/#/energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html.  

Energie intensiteit per eenheid BNP van 2006 tot 2012  bij gelijke koopkracht 

For the same unit Gross Domestic product (GDP), 

Belgium needs 25 % more energy (85) than Germany (60). 

Also the EU-27 (64) is doing far better  (21%) than 

Belgium.  
Energy Intensity per unit GDP at constant purchasing power parities 

  

http://yearbook.enerdata.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Enerdata&action=edit&redlink=1
http://yearbook.enerdata.net//energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html
http://yearbook.enerdata.net//energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html
http://yearbook.enerdata.net//energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html
http://yearbook.enerdata.net//energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html
http://yearbook.enerdata.net//energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html
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http://yearbook.enerdata.net//energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html
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http://yearbook.enerdata.net//energy-intensity-GDP-by-region.html


In this ‘car-based’ suburbia model, both transport (by car) and heating/cooling of the 

single detached dwellings, are demanding a lot of energy.  

More-over, the spatial chaos is the cause of traffic congestion. 

An important part of the explanation is the Belgian spatial 

chaos and the separation between 

living/working/recreation  

 

 

http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/ 

http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/


The traffic congestion as a consequence of spatial chaos 

in suburban Vlaanderen’ and the separation of 

liwing/working/recreation. 

http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/ 

http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/
http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/


Belgium is on top of the list of European countries, concerning the amount of transport 

kilometres. The fuel consumption per passenger-kilometre in road transport is one of 

the highest in Europe and still growing ! 

www.mckinsey.be/energyefficiency.  

Fuel consumption for road transport (B,Fr,Germany, UK,NL, average EU-25)  

http://www.mckinsey.be/energyefficiency


Numerous studies show that the insulation degree of 

Belgian houses is worse than the European neighbours 

and is similar to Mediterranean 

regions. 

Règlementation en matière de 

performances énergétiques de 

l'enveloppe par pays  

Bron: Ecofys studies for Eurima 

and SEGEFA-ULg, U-values for 

Better Energy Performance 

Buildings (2007) . 



As a consequence the residential Belgian energy consumption 

per m² is >70 percent higher than the EU-average. 

•In 2005, the Belgian residential and 

commercial buildings together were 

responsible for 35 percent of the 

primary energy demand (128 million 

boe(1)).  

•Residential buildings accounted for 

73 percent of that figure, the 

commercial sector for the rest.  

•Within the commercial sector 

schools were responsible for 30 % of 

the consumption, hospitals for 30 % 

and public services for 30 %.  

 
(1) 1 Barrel of oil equivalent; 1 boe = 0,136 tonne of oil 

equivalent (toe) = 6.12 gigajoule (GJ) = 1699,81 kilowattuur 

(kWh). 

 

http://www.mckinsey.com/locations/Belux/Energy_efficiency.aspx  

Average residential energy consumption 

(B,Fr,Germany, UK,NL, average EU-25)  

http://www.mckinsey.com/locations/Belux/Energy_efficiency.aspx


So, the potential for energy savings in Belgian dwellings is 

very huge.  

Bron: http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/figures/households-energy-consumption-by-end-uses-3 
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London 

Paris 

Brussels, Flanders 

From: EEA. 2006. European Environment Agency. Urban sprawl in Europe, the ignored challenge: EEA Report 

No10/2006. European Commission, Copenhagen, 56 pp. 

Urban Sprawl in Europe 



1976 

2000 

Urban sprawl 

in Flanders 



Prognosis 2050 (KUL, Poelmans, 2010) 

In 1976  7,2% of Flanders’ surface was built-up area. End of the1980 it was 12 %, 

begin 2000 it was 18 %. If occupation continuous at this rate, then 41,5 % of 

Flanders will be built-up by 2050 (KUL, Poelmans, 2010) 



Consequences: 

Flanders at 

night. 

earth observatory belgium  

+/- 300 km 



NOx pollution, in combination with the UHI-effect 

leads to summersmog in Europa 

UK 

F 

IT 
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‘The end of Suburbia’ versus the peak oil 

(see and study dvd: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3uvzcY2Xug) 

 Of course the urban sprawl, which started in North 

America (with the broad-acres city expansion model 

from Frank Lloyd Wright) will end in a catastrophe, 

while cheap fossil energy is ending. 

 Both the transport in this car-based urban planning 

model (the urban grid) and heating and cooling of 

the dwellings will become extremely expensive and 

contributing to climate change. 

 Unfortunately, this ‘American way of life’ is being 

copied all around Europe and the world.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3uvzcY2Xug


From: EEA. 2006. European Environment Agency. Urban sprawl in Europe, the ignored challenge: EEA Report 

No10/2006. European Commission, Copenhagen, 56 pp. 

Urban Sprawl in Europe 



So both city expansion models, the concentric expanding 

city as well as the garden city, have a lot of ecological 

disadvantages. 

 

 How to combine rural and urban features 

together in another way than garden cities do ? 

 

 How to generate enough compactness and 

citizens’ densities in another way than compact, 

concentric cities do? 

 

 Is there a third way ? 

 



There is a Solution:  

Building cities following 

the lobe-city model. 

From Tjallingii, 1996 

Built-up city-lobes 

separated by 

Blue-green fingers 

(wedges) 



In lobe-cities the blue-green fingers are penetrating deep 

into the centre. 

Amsterdam (750,000 inhabitants ; 

The Netherlands). From Gieling, 2006 



The lobe-city model 

 The lobe-city model was developed in the first half of 

the 20th century.  

 To varying degrees, this model was used in 

Denmark for the “fingerplan” in Copenhagen 

(Denmark) (1948), the general plan to extend 

Amsterdam (The Netherlands) (1935) and in cities 

such as Hamburg, Köln (1927), Berlin, Stuttgart 

(Germany) and Stockholm (Sweden).  

 Also the planners developing Shangai Dongtan 

(China) as an eco-city, use the concept of blue-

green fingers. 



The blue-green fingers are tempering the heat island effect 

in Berlin (3,400,000 inh. ; Germany) 

Infrared picture of hot city-lobes and 

cooler blue-green fingers of Berlin. 

(Cloos, 2006) 



Advantages of a lobe-city 

city expansion. 

http://www10.aeccafe.com/blogs/arch-showcase/2011/06/18/masterplan-%E2%80%9Cjuzne-centrum%E2%80%9D-in-brno-czech-republic-

by-chybikkristof-associated-architects/  

Cross-section 

Built-up city-lobe    -     bluegreen finger 

Cross-section of a lobe-city 
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 Calculated for the city of Valencia (Spain): 

     Decreasing temperature by  1°C: need for 10 ha green 

                2°C:                50 ha green
                3°C:              200 ha green 



Tiergartenpark (Berlin), surface 210 ha. 
http://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/umwelt/stadtgruen   

http://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/umwelt/stadtgruen


Influence of the  Tiergartenpark (Berlin) on temperature 

from De Blust, 2006. 



Influence of the Tiergartenpark (Berlin) on humidity 

 De Blust, 2006. 



City climatic influence of the Tiergartenpark (Berlin)  

De Blust, 2006. 



As in so many other concentric growing unplanned cities, 

also Bangkok suffers from these problems: heat island 

effect and summersmog, 

http://www.tkolar.com/travel/Asia/Thailand/Bangkok/Bangkok.html  http://www.zoover.be/thailand/thailand/bangkok  

http://www.tkolar.com/travel/Asia/Thailand/Bangkok/Bangkok.html
http://www.zoover.be/thailand/thailand/bangkok


Bangkok and surroundings 1960’s – 1990’s 

http://www,goodstuff4u.multiply.com     

http://www,goodstuff4u.multiply.com/


Effects of vegetation: The example of Bangkok (International 

Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation Volume 8, Issue 1, January 2006, Pages 34–48) 

Effects of vegetation cover on the sensible 

heat fluxes in 18 sampled Bangkok's 

neighborhoods. 

Scatterplots of day-time surface 

temperature vs. vegetation index 

for Bangkok in February 2002. 

Source: Assessment with satellite data of the urban heat island effects in Asian mega 

cities, by Hung Trana, et al, Daisuke Uchihamab, Shiro Ochib, Yoshifumi Yasuokab 



Densely built-up city-lobes, separated from each other by 

vast blue-green fingers (City of Tübingen ; 85,000 inh. ; 

Germany) 

In the city-lobe French Quarter live 

240 inhabitants/ha and 50 à 60 

labour places / ha are created. 

Mixing of functions was required ! 



The lobe-city of   

Houten (NL) 

 This municipality is world 

known for the sake of bicycle 

-based city building, in the 

context of a lobe-city. 

 Each residential district is 

accessible via a loop by car 

from city ring. If you want to 

drive by car from one district 

to another, you have to drive 

back to the city ring. 

 For cyclists and walkers, all 

districts are interlinked 

strongly. 

 More details during our 

compulsory study trip 



Residential city quarters of the municipality Houten (NL) 

are quite well interlinked for bikers and pedestrians. 



Within the blue-green fingers, a lot of (low-dynamic) functions can be combined: 

city-farms and children-farms, cemeteries, outdoor sports infrastructure, historic 

fortifications, city parks, etc. 



The cities of Köln (1,000,000 inh. ; Germany) and Copenhagen 

(1,400,000 inh. ; Denmark) applied the lobe-city concept. 

The finger plan of Copenhagen (DK) Blue-green fingers for Köln (D) 



The finger plan of 

Copenhagen (DK) 

source: UCD, 2008. 

Finger Plan (Local Plan Office 

for Greater Copenhagen, 1947) 
http://www.pashmina-

project.eu/doc/PASHMINA_D2.3.pdf 

 

The Finger Plan includes not only the relatively small Municipality of Copenhagen 

covering the centre part of the city with app. 0.5 mill citizens but in addition take in 

the Greater Copenhagen Area, and thus also covers 34 adjacent municipalities.  

http://www.pashmina-project.eu/doc/PASHMINA_D2.3.pdf
http://www.pashmina-project.eu/doc/PASHMINA_D2.3.pdf
http://www.pashmina-project.eu/doc/PASHMINA_D2.3.pdf


Copenhagen (DK)  

1947 and 2007 Finger Plans 

Historically, the Copenhagen suburbs have been developed according to the Finger 

Plan from 1947 which intends for the suburbs to develop as fingers along commuter 

rail lines separated by green wedges. 



The finger plan of Copenhagen 

 Copenhagen provides an example of regional urban green space planning. 

The city has evolved from a compact core into the Greater Copenhagen area 

over the past 60 years. The master plan for the development of Greater 

Copenhagen, published in 1947, became known as the ‘Finger Plan’.  

 The five fingers were intended to contain and buffer new settlements and the 

necessary infrastructure in the form of roads and railways. The landscape 

between the fingers would remain open, supporting agriculture, recreation 

and amenity purposes.  

 Since the publication of the plan, the city has expanded radially through a 

series of regional plans. Provincial towns and suburbs have been linked by 

transport corridors. Urban areas are confined to the linear corridors. Green 

wedges protected from urban development fill the spaces between the urban 

corridors. This provides efficient transport structures though the fingers and 

assessable landscape close to most people.  

 However, many cities have not had the benefit of such foresightedness and 

are now faced with repairing and restoring degraded habitats and severed 

linkages. (From UCD, 2008. Green city Guidelines by the urban insitute 

Ireland) 



Designing a lobe-city means the designing of contrasts: 

TWO NETWORK STRATEGY (S2N) . 

 This is a spatial planning 

strategy in which the water 

network is carrying the blue-

green fingers while the traffic 

network is carrying the built-up 

lobes.  

 So there is a need to design 

CONTRAST, very close to 

each other, because people 

need both: high dynamic red-

building/purple-industry/yellow-

agriculture zones very close to 

low dynamic blue-water/green-

nature/leisure zones. 

 



TWO NETWORK STRATEGY (S2N) . 

 

 This model combines the guiding models for water and traffic flows 

with an ecological zoning principle : the gradient between quiet low 

dynamic green zones to the high-dynamic traffic zone, has to 

coincide with the transition between upstream clean water and more 

polluted water downstream.  
 

 Within the blue-green fingers (SLOW LANE) all the low dynamic 

activities are concentrated such as foot paths and cycle lanes, city 

farming, soft recreational forms, nature, ponds for the infiltration and 

retention of rain water, controlled flooding areas, cemeteries, some 

sports infrastructure, …. 
 

 Within the built-up city lobes (FAST LANE) all the high dynamic 

activities are planned, such as industrial activities, trade services, 

mass recreation, … 



72 

S2N 

 The residential areas are 

situated in-between the low 

dynamic and the high dynamic 

zone. The two networks create 

a good position for residential 

land-use in the middle, with 

free access to both the slow 

lane and the fast lane. 

 Notice that conventional 

agriculture is regarded as a 

highly dynamic activity, which 

is better linked to the industrial 

area rather than to the blue-

green zone. 
 

 

 





Case study of the Belgian cities  

Sint-Niklaas (68,000 inh.) and Aalst (78,000 inh.) 

Official plans for concentric expansion of both cities. 

 

City of Aalst City of Sint-Niklaas 



The proposed alternative lobe-city extension for Sint-

Niklaas, following the lobe-city guidelines. 



In the proposed lobe-city Sint-Niklaas, 113 ha of industrial 

area and 214 ha of residential area can be found. 



Although enlargement of the Clementdistrict in St-Niklaas 

is set up very environmentally friendly, the location in the 

middle of the blue-green finger is a problem. 

 Map with a proposal for the lobe-city 

of Sint-Niklaas (ROMBAUT, VONCK 

& PODEVYN, 2008). One can see 

clearly that the location of the 

extension Clementdistrict (left circle) 

lies between two main roads, in the 

middle of the blue-green wedge.  

     However, there are enough 

possibilities (all the red shaded 

areas) to build the dwellings closer to 

the roads (and the public transport 

axes). 



 On this public transport 

network map (De LIJN) 

one can see clear how 

the Clement District, 

requires an additional bus 

line 1. It lies in between 

the existing public 

transport axes 40-44 (to 

Sint-Pauwels-Stekene) 

and 21-28 (to Sint-Gillis 

Waas) 

De location van de Clement quarter in the middle of the 

blue-green finger requires 

 an extra bus line. 



The lobe-city extension of Aalst (right), compared with the 

concentric extension plans (left), excludes green areas with 

high nature values from city expansion, integrating them 

into the blue-green fingers. 



The proposal to expand Aalst in a concentric way (left) is occupying 

a lot of recently flooded areas (blue zones). The lobe-city (right) 

excludes those wet areas along the river Dender from city 

expansion, integrating them into the blue-green fingers 



More advantages of a lobe-city city expansion: blue-green 

fingers offer space for flooding 



Lobe-cities have a longer city fringe and use less surface 

than the concentric expanding model does . 



The city fringe of the municipality of Gent (B) shows 

more biodiversity in comparison with the centre and also 

with the adjacent rural areas. 

From Hermy, et al. 2005 



Population trend of the house sparrow 

(1970-2000) in Gent (B). 

Also here is a strong population decrease in the stony inner cities (urban) and in the 

intensive agriculture areas (rural). Only in the suburban cityfringe of Ghent, 

populations of the house sparrow are relatively stable.  

(DE LAET, 2007 in VANGESTEL, 2011). 

http://redbridgebirdwatching.blogspot.com/2011/01/house-sparrow-census.html 

http://redbridgebirdwatching.blogspot.com/2011/01/house-sparrow-census.html
http://redbridgebirdwatching.blogspot.com/2011/01/house-sparrow-census.html
http://redbridgebirdwatching.blogspot.com/2011/01/house-sparrow-census.html
http://redbridgebirdwatching.blogspot.com/2011/01/house-sparrow-census.html
http://redbridgebirdwatching.blogspot.com/2011/01/house-sparrow-census.html


Biodiversity and Natura 2000 in 
urban areas A review of issues and 
experiences of nature in cities across 
Europe. Kerstin Sundseth and Geert 
Raeymaekers; Ecosystems LTD 
sprl/bvba. November 2006 (De Blust, 
2007) 

Biodiversity in lobe cities  

is striking large: 

Copenhagen, Berlin, … 

That’s because lobe-cities 

have a longer city fringe 

than concentric expanding 

cities have. 



The densely populated ecoquarter ‘Quartier Vauban’ in Freiburg (D.) is 

frequently connected with the centre of the city by tram. 

Citizens’ densities have to be high enough to enable 

affordable (light)rail public transport in the city lobes of a 

lobe city.  



High densities in the eco quarter Vauban (Freiburg, D) 

Tjallingii (1996) makes a plea for a minimum of 50 dwellings/hectare , which is 

far more than the 25 dwellings/ha, as obligatory in Flanders’ spatial plan . 



Two important tools might be used for the realisation of 

higher citizens’ densities in city-lobes: 

 
1. The introduction of private citizen building 

groups. 

2.The designing of a well-thought public-

private gradient (in green areas, between 

the buildings and within the buildings) as a 

planning tool to realise ecologically and 

socially sound urban planning. 



The formation of citizen building groups is a first key 

to establish higher densities. Future neighbours learn to 

know each other during this process. 

Examples of citizen building groups in 

Freiburg im Breisgau (D) 



How do private citizen building groups work ? 

 Private families or private persons agree together to realize 

their ideas of building, living and working within the city, in 

common. They work together with one architect/planner. 

 The municipality of Tübingen (D) stimulated the formation of 

such building groups by organising so called building markets. 

These are meetings of interested partners, finding each other: 

Families, singles, elderly, small entrepreneurs … gathered to 

develop their project together. 

 When their project was accepted, an appropriate allotment was 

awarded to the building group. 



Some advantages of working with  

private citizen building groups  

 An important advantage of this building group formula was the fact 

that the prices were up to 20 % cheaper than they would have been 

without cooperation. 

 Moreover, the traditional aversion of citizens against living in 

densely occupied city quarters, does not exist (or is not so obvious) 

amongst members of a private building community. Social cohesion 

grows during the process between the future neighbours. 

 The diversity of the building groups (different social groups and 

generations) is reflected in the different scale and typology of the 

projects. So a virtually organically grown city quarter arose, not 

stereotyped as often when built up by promoters.  

 Success story: a lot of German cities, Switzerland, The Netherlands, 

and now also Belgium (www.woneninmeervoud.be)  

http://www.woneninmeervoud.be/


Designing a well thought public-private gradient in the 

green areas is the second key towards higher densities. 

Culemborg (NL). Ecoquarter EVA-Lanxmeer  





Public-private gradient 

in the green areas 

Zone 1: Private gardens and terraces (PRIVATE)   

Zone 2: gentle gradient from private to public  

  (SEMI-PUBLIC / SEMI PRIVATE) 

Zone 3: intensively used public area, parks, ‘edible’ landscape  
(PUBLIC) 

Zone 4: city farm (PUBLIC) 

Zone 5: Watershed area , natural river banks (PUBLIC)  
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Public-private gradient in detail 

Zones in EVA-Lanxmeer: 

 

1. Private gardens 

2. Semi-public ‘hof’ is 
collectively owned 

3. Public park 

4. Public city farm. 

5. Public green along 
the river. 

1 3 

2 

5 



Semi-public ‘hofjes’, as connecting 

zones, are very  

attractive  for children. 





Overgang van de privé tuinen naar de publieke zones Gentle, blurred gradient between private gardens 

and public green within blue-green fingers. 

Very important for urban biodiversity and safe for 

children. 



Publieke boomgaard 

Common orchard 



View from the living through the private garden 

towards the public green area. 

Or how a small garden becomes large for the kids 



Is a well thought public-private gradient also possible in the 

inner cities ? Case study from the centre of Kolding (DK). 



Casestudy Kolding (DK). 





Wadi for infiltration of white water Black and grey  water are purified in 

a plant purification system. 



Plant purification system in 

Kolding (DK), in a glass pyramid 

in the middle of the semi-public 

garden. 



The municipality is maintaining the inner garden, in 

exchange for limited access for the public. 

Utrecht (NL) 

Kolding (DK)  



Risk: privatising gardens to  

an ecoghetto for the ‘happy few’. 
Malmö (S) Culemborg (NL) 

Copenhagen (DK) 



De Bongerd (Zwolle, NL) 



Zwolle (NL) 

Right: classical allotment 

 

under: allotment with a well 

thought public-private gradient  



Semi-public gardens in de eco quarters Loretto-areal and 

Französisches Viertel  (Tübingen, D)  



Design a well thought public-private gradient between 

the buildings on the city-quarter level. 

Roskilde (DK). Ecowijk Munksøgård. 



Freiburg (D). 

Quartier Vauban 

Common bicycle 

storage. 



Design car parking areas just at the edge of the eco-quarter, 

not at the front-door of the dwellings,. 

Freiburg (D). Eco quarter Quartier Vauban  



Tübingen (D). De ecowijk 

Französisches Viertel   



Collective parking areas (permeable for rain water). 

Ecoquarter Dyssekilde (Torup, DK). 



Common and central parking in Brondby (DK) 

Which decreases the amount of crossroads conflicts  



WVI, 2009. ecoquarter ‘De Vloei’ in the municipality of  Ieper (B) (in planning) 

Removing private parking = key for the 

gardens 

Each house has its own carport and thus its own crossroad to the 

street. Removing the private parking area is now studied. 



gardens 

WVI, 2009. ecoquarter ‘De Vloei’ in the municipality of  Ieper (B) (in planning) 

 

 

Doing so, the dwellings can be moved towards the street which  is creating free 

space behind the backyard, which can be used for a common garden 



gardens 

WVI, 2009. ecoquarter ‘De Vloei’ in the municipality of  Ieper (B) (in planning) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This free surface is very attractive 

for introducing a common garden 

in which a lot of ecological 

problems can be solved (such as 

infiltration of rain water, blue-green 

structures, etc.).  At the same time 

there ‘s an opportunity for social 

cohesion and child friendly 

measures: playgrounds, barbecue 

area, etc. 



gardens 

WVI, 2009. ecoquarter ‘De Vloei’ in the municipality of  Ieper (B) (in planning) 

house 

Semi-public green 

area 

Private garden 



  
1. parking in the peripheries 

2. Parking norm ca. 1.0 

3. Car sharing wheels4all  

4. Parking norm for works 

close to station; 1:100 m2  

5. Parking norm for works 

away from station:   1:50 

m2  

 

 

Parking in EVA-Lanxmeer (Culemborg, NL) 



Eco quarter Viikki (Helsinki, Fin.): common bike and car 

parking areas and  

common (water) play garden 



Give car-sharing the best places in the eco-quarter 



Design also a well-thought public-private gradient within 

the buildings.  

Zürich (CH). Werdwies; common laundry 

on the ground floor in a social housing 

project.  

Social cohesion guaranteed. 



Bike-friendly design in the car-free quarter Stellwerk 60 (City 

of Köln, Germany). Common entrance and bike parking. 



Design also a well-thought public-private gradient within 

the buildings.  

(Culemborg, NL). Senior house ‘Het Kwarteel’ in the ecoquarter 

EVALanxmeer with some common facilities in the dark round part of te 

building (bar, spare rooms, bike parking, …)   



Ecovillage Sieben Linden. (Municipality of Poppau, D).  

Central building with common kitchen, 

library, guest rooms and seminar 

rooms. In the front a common 

swimming pond.  

Common energy supplies.  



Ecovillage Keuruu (Fin.) 

View on the common square 



Ecovillage Keuruu (Fin.) 

Common facilities in the ‘community house’. 



Findhorn Ecovillage (Scotland, UK), 

Find many more examples on the 

global ecovillage network . 



Common meditation room (Findhorn ecovillage, Scotland 

(UK) 



Common vegetable gardens. 

Keuruu (Fin.) 
Poppau (D.) 

Findhorn (Scotl., UK) 



Densely built-up city-lobes can be heated by small plants 

for cogeneration of heat and power (CHP). 

During hot seasons they can also collectively be cooled, 

using the same district piping network. 

In the city of Tübingen (Germany) the whole city-lobe Loretto-areal is heated by 

a district heating system, connected with a CHP plant. 



Cogeneration of heat and power (CHP) 

 Principle: recovery of waste heat (65 %) from the production electricity 

(35 %), so that both heat and power can be delivered to customers 
 

 Is there a demand for electricity and (process) heat: design a decentralized 

electricity production plant (e.g. at the site itself) and use the waste heat 

from that process on-site. The installation is calculated based on heat 

demand and the electricity is considered as 'waste product‘. The efficiency 

of the CHP plant will then increase from about 35% to about 85%. 

 

 

 

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/technologi

es/derchp_chpbasics.html  

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/technologies/derchp_chpbasics.html
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/technologies/derchp_chpbasics.html


Comparison standard power plant with a CHP plant, 

connected with a district heating network 



CHP principle. 

http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-

punch  
http://chp.decc.gov.uk/cms  

Combined 

production 

CHP 

Separate 

production 

http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://greenpowermgt.wordpress.com/2010/01/11/chp-systems-a-one-two-punch
http://chp.decc.gov.uk/cms


Compare a CHP plant with a CCGT plant  

 So a CHP plant goes even further than producing electricity with 

waste heat as in CCGT (combined cycle gas turbine), increasing 

the efficiency (yield) from about 35% not more than to about 55%.  

 Such a combined cycle plant is an integration of two types - the gas 

turbine and the steam turbine - combining the advantages of both. 

The second cycle of energy from the same fuel is a more efficient 

use of natural resources. The plant’s main fuel is natural gas. 

 

 Efficiency CHP: ca 85 % ; Efficiency CCGT: ca 55 % 

 



Principle of a CCGT (combined cycle gas turbine ) plant 

Source: http://www.climateandfuel.com/pages/electrical.htm  

http://www.climateandfuel.com/pages/electrical.htm


District heating based on the CHP principle. 

 Municipality of Ry (Denmark) 





CHP plant (Klitmøller, DK) 

The local council decided to build its 

own cogeneration plant, to feed the 

local district heating network. 



CHP plant (Klitmøller, DK) 

This cogeneration plant uses natural Danish gas as primary fuel and is 

operating a few hours a day, at the peak moments. The hot waste water is 

stored in tanks to be used in the local heating network 



District heating is easy to be combined 

with the cogeneration of Heat and Power 

 

A well-insulated underground pipeline network provides 

the transport of warm water in the city and of the cooled 

water back to the CHP plant. 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg  

Riga, Latvia 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/09/2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2005-08-30-district-heating-pipeline.jpg


 But then the CHP plant is to be 

built close enough to 

customers preferably in the 

middle of neighbourhoods. An 

adequate compactness of 

dwellings is needed. 

 

 And there is also the need of a 

sufficient heat demand in the 

summer, which argues for 

mixing housing with other 

functions (restaurants, small 

(ict)businesses, wellness, 

hotel,  pool, ....) 

http://www.gaiaenergies.com/District%20Energy%20Systems.html  

Principle of district heating, combined 

with a CHP plant. 

http://www.gaiaenergies.com/District Energy Systems.html


Congruent findings from ecology and sociology about 

desirable citizens' densities and of mixing functions. 

 Doug Saunders in his bestseller book ' arrival city ' comes to similar 

conclusions. His ideal arrival neighborhood is densely built-up, situated 

in or near the city-centre, has a wide variety of functions (with many and 

cheap buildings for homes, shops, small businesses, etc.).  

 

 Such ‘arrival areas’ can then function as an emancipation machine, as 

locations for transition, integration and social rising. If not, such 

neighbourhoods might fail and degenerate into resorts of alienation, 

extreme poverty, social unrest and (religious) extremism, 

 

 Saunders says explicitly, that the ideas of the famous French architect 

Le Corbusier and of the ‘Congrès international d'Architecture Moderne 

(CIAM)’, which pleaded for a strict separation of  areas for working, for 

living and for recreation (ideas on which in so many countries, planning 

was based on) are not compatible at all with the ideal urban arrival 

neighbourhoods….. 



Hundreds of  local heat networks, connected with local CHP 

plants form the core of the Danish energy system. 

District heating network of Vorupør, Hvide Sande en Thisted (DK). More than 70 % of Danish 

dwellings are connected with the district heating network (EN)- ‘fjernvarme’ (DK)). 

Hot water 

storage 



A Belgian example: heat network of the municipality of 

Roeselare (B), based on waste heat from the local  

waste incinerator. 

http://http://www.nieuwsblad.be/cnt/dmf20150126_01494664   

http://roeselare.cdenv.be/nieuws/roeselaarse-warmtenet-de-grootste-centrale-verwarming-van-het-land
http://www.nieuwsblad.be/cnt/dmf20150126_01494664


Turnhout (B) wants to use heat from a geothermal power plant as 

an energy source for the municipal heat network, The Danish 

municipalities Sønderborg (DK) en Thisted (DK) did so 

earlier. 

http://groenseizoen.tumblr.com/   http://ing.dk/artikel/5000-huse-i-sonderborg-far-varme-fra-jordens-

indre-99785  

http://groenseizoen.tumblr.com/
http://ing.dk/artikel/5000-huse-i-sonderborg-far-varme-fra-jordens-indre-99785
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In the city of Freiburg (Germany) the ecoquarter Vauban is 

heated by a CHP on wood (biomass) 



This CHP plant supplies heat to the anthroposophical center 

of Scandinavia (hospital, school, cultural centre, ... in Järna (S). 

 



District heating of the European quarter of Kirchberg in 

Luxemburg (L.) 
  



Micro-CHP 

Increasingly, CHP is also deployed at the level of a building, known as 

micro-CHP or also called mini-CHP 

.. 



Principle of a micro CHP 

http://www.bettergeneration.com/micro-chp/micro-chp.html  

http://www.bettergeneration.com/micro-chp/micro-chp.html
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District heating and cooling. Case study Denmark. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0V5OMS4kzw&feature=endscreen&NR=1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiBiB4DaYOM  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv5mDN7wgHI  

Watch and study these 3 movies carefully. 

 With over 60% of Danish buildings receiving heating and hot water via District 

Heating (80% of which comes from surplus energy sources) Denmark is the world 

leader in District Heating and Cooling Technology. District Heating has played a 

vital role in reducing Danish energy consumption, to the extent that Denmark has 

been self-sufficient energy-wise since 1997. With District heating and cooling 

technology Denmark has reduced CO2 emissions per sq. metre, the share of 

fossil fuel consumption per sq. metre, and the total energy consumption per sq. 

metre for space and water heating. In terms of combating climate change and 

reducing CO2 emissions, no other technology offers industrial nations the 

potential of meeting the requirements of energy saving and emissions reduction, 

without affecting the standard of living and productivity of the nation.  

 Thess information films, produced for the Danish District Heating Marketing 

Foundation and the Danish Board of District Heating illustrates how Danish 

technology and expertise may play a vital role in helping other nations achieve 

better energy efficiency and reduced emissions. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0V5OMS4kzw&feature=endscreen&NR=1
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Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) 

Plus-energy houses in the eco-quarter Am Schlierberg) 



50 demonstration solar quarters in Nordrhein-Westfalen (D.) 
 www.oekosiedlungen.de  

City Quarter Bismarck in the municipality of 

Gelsenkirchen (D), low energy social housing. 

http://www.oekosiedlungen.de/


Sint-Antoniusplein (B.) municipality of Westerlo kern Zoerle-

Parwijs): a sustainable demonstration project with 13 social low 

energy houses, around a semi public little square, integrated in the 

centre of the village (‘De Zonnige Kempen’) 



Flanders’ Future ? 

 By 2030 an additional 330,000 households will have to be accommodated in 

Flanders. Within the traditional Flemish planning model, dwellings for these 

households will most probably take the form of detached single-family houses, a 

typology that consumes too much space and energy and is responsible for 

gradually urbanizing the whole of Flanders, wasting scarce qualities and 

resources. 

 

 Initiated by the Flemish Government Architect, this study questions this 

traditional method of planning and tries to develop a new growth model for 

Flanders. This trajectory aims to gradually test, adjust, and improve existing 

planning tools and processes trough a collective effort, passing through different 

strata of design and policy, from a local to a regional scale. The study will 

eventually produce an adapted set of contexts and typologies, which will serve 

as a basis for a series of exemplary and innovative pilot projects in social 

housing. 

 Watch and study: 

http://www.posadlabs.com/flemish-metropolitan-dream/ 
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CONCLUSION (1): 

 In ecovillages, a lot of experience is gathered with the 

public-private gradient as well in the green areas as in 

and between the buildings, most of them in rural context. 

http://www.gen-europe.org  

http://www.oekosiedlungen.de  
 

 These experiences deserve to be translated and 

adapted to be used within cities and villages in order to 

create and build ecoquarters and to provide good ideas 

for the transition of traditional towns and city quarters..  

http://www.gen-europe.org/
http://www.gen-europe.org/
http://www.gen-europe.org/
http://www.oekosiedlungen.de/


CONCLUSION (2): Towards climate-proof urban 

development . 

Lobe-cities can buffer climate change (global warming 

and changes in precipitation) because they  

 Offer blue-green fingers with possibilities to buffer and 

to infiltrate rainwater, avoiding flooding downstream of 

the city. An ecologically sound green management of 

those blue-green wedges can improve and restore urban 

biodiversity.  
 

 Temper the urban heat island effect, because the blue-

green fingers stimulate urban ventilation, based on 

convection.  

 



CONCLUSION (3): Towards climate-proof urban 

development . 

Lobe-cities can help to avoid further climate changes 

because they: 

 Show enough compactness within the built-up city-

lobes, which therefore can be carried easily by central 

public (lightrail) transport axes. 
 

 Provide densely built-up city-lobes which can be heated 

easily with small and local CHP plants, connected to a 

district heating system, so carbon emissions can be 

decreased strongly. 

 



CONCLUSION (4): Link with the (American) concept of 

Transit-oriented development ( TOD ) 

http://www.reconnectingamerica.org  
 Transit-oriented development (TOD) is a type of community development 

that includes a mixture of housing, office, retail and/or other amenities 

integrated into a walkable neighborhood and located within a half-mile of 

quality public transportation.  

 That means shifting away from the suburban model with 

single detached dwellings and private garden. 

 Reconnecting America believes it is essential that TOD creates better 

access to jobs, housing and opportunity for people of all ages and 

incomes.  Successful TOD provides people from all walks of life with 

convenient, affordable and active lifestyles and create places where 

children can play and parents can grow old comfortably. 

 So The lobe-city concept is a spatial translation of Transit-oriented 

development. 

 

http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/


The lobe-city concept is a spatial translation of Transit-

Oriented Development. 

Some of the benefits of TOD include (http://www.reconnectingamerica.org) 

 Reduced household driving and thus lowered regional 

congestion, air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, 

 Walkable communities that accommodate more healthy and 

active lifestyles, 

 Potential for added value created through increased and/or 

sustained property values where transit investments have 

occurred, 

 Improved access to jobs and economic opportunity for low-

income people and working families, 

 Expanded mobility choices that reduce dependence on the 

automobile, reduce transportation costs and free up household 

income for other purposes. 

 

http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/


Sustainable urban planning.  
www.ecopolisvlaanderen.be  

ROMBAUT, E. & E. HEUTS. 2010. ‘Duurzame Stedenbouw’ in woord en beeld. Gids 

met praktijkvoorbeelden voor de transitie naar een ecopolis. Boek samengesteld voor 

VIBE vzw en ABLLO vzw (i.s.m. KaHo Sint-Lieven dep. Sint-Niklaas en het 

departement voor architectuur en stedenbouw Sint-Lucas Gent/Brussel). Uitgeverij Die 

Keure 164 pp. ill.  D/2010/0147/260  ;  ISBN 978 90 4860 734 1. 

http://www.ecopolisvlaanderen.be/

